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Put on Your Crown

2014-07-02

the indomitable actor model and award winning recording artist shows women everywhere how to unleash their inner queens and rule their own world

QUEENDOM BEAUTIFUL WOMEN (Book #2)

2021-08-02

it would be nice if everything in life was peachy keen just perfect if everyone was nice and honest however there is good and evil in this world queendom beautiful women book 2 is a sequel to
book 1 ten friends met at a castle to celebrate friendship and the beauty of being a woman the ladies refer to themselves as queens however one queen s faith is tested and she must choose
between good and evil which queen is it what was inside the gift boxes that queen 1 passed out when they met at the castle find out the answers to these questions and more in book 2 when
the ladies meet again the queens meet again at their annual retreat and share a very special crown to embrace the inner beauty of being a woman and the bond of sisterly love each queen
takes the crown to the throne and shares their experiences however one queen wants this incredibly unique crown to herself and has absolutely no interest in sharing it how low will she
stoop to steal the treasured purple crown will vanity desire for material things and greed cause her to betray her fellow queens come on a journey and find out the answer to these
questions and many more as the queens learn to deal with the nefarious things in life by keeping their faith confidence and turning to their inner beauty and strength to find peace true
happiness and success an uplifting and empowering book of womanhood that embraces self confidence sisterly love sister sharing resilience and unity

The Queen Bee and Her Queendom

2021-10-12

weebee is a young and beautiful woman who dearly loves her man droney but falls for his lookism she embraces his family like her own weaves herself into their lives and keeps her priorities
at bay to meet his needs just like a worker bee does for the beehive she deals with her mother in law the queeney produces droney s baby and does everything but is still looked upon with
disdain her story evolves into his woeful story of chaos and while she continues to be composed in her demeanor it results in weebee being in a bigger mess feeling a great loss of her
versatility as she becomes gloomy and disconcerted weebee attempts to stay away from reacting amidst the chaos doing good was the conscious choice she made in the end weebee finds
herself discovering the intervention she was praying for

Jewels for Every Woman

2016-12-08

every woman has an opportunity to become a powerful and respected queen in her territory in jewels for every woman dr s hawkins burrage shares personal anecdotes tips and wisdom that
lead women on an introspective and spiritual journey to achieving queendom status both personally and professionally dr burrage relies on experiences derived from her years as an educator
her happy twenty five year marriage and time spent ministering to other couples to guide women through ways they too can be respected loved revered listened to and honored in their own
territories through included personal reflections and applicable scripture dr burrage encourages women to identify their rare qualities determine what makes them trustworthy overcome
obstacles from the past exhibit kindness and unconditional love and shun negative thinking within each jewel of wisdom dr burrage provides encouragement to any woman ready to understand
live and walk in her worth jewels for every woman shares practical advice and spiritual guidance for women desiring more respect in their families at work and in their personal lives

The Makings of a Project Queen

2023-05-05

the broken pieces of a black woman shattered by the neglect of a black man it s too much pressure to save her so he turns his head acting as if he don t see her pain while all she needed was
his hand in her debut poetic memoir the makings of a project queen blossom relives a path of self discovery empowerment and healing as she shines a light on key issues impacting inner city black
girls today she uses a collection of poems and short behind the scenes stories to take others on an inspirational journey of a hood scholar who forged her own path as a community based
educator and scholar activist through the book she emerges as a project queen growing up in south sacramento denisha coco blossom had to navigate gang territories drugs poverty
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hustle and power plays she survived immense heartbreak broken relationships body shaming and hopelessness at a young age she internalized the notion that as an impoverished fat black girl
her choices in life were limited despite these adversities through engagement with poetry education street literacy and faith she exceeded all of the low expectations especially those that
came from her teachers instead of succumbing to her circumstances she grew into a queen she lifted her head reclaimed her crown and became the author of her own life the makings of a project
queen is a powerful story that will encourage women and girls everywhere to fix their crown walk in their queendom and embark on their own journey to self discovery and fulfilling their
greatest life purpose

Dear Black Queen

2021-02-23

dear black queen is a mirror to the book dear black king can i fix your tilted crown it comes infused with love letters expressions of insight real world narratives and valuable methods to
bridge the emotional gap between the black king and queen dear black queen is the handbook that permits the black queen to love the black king through the dissonance without judgment while
expounding upon their connections dear black queen s beautiful excerpts and writings can serve to be a powerful tool to feed the souls of the black queen and king dear black queen aims to
unite the two by interlacing them with excerpts encouragement and twenty one days of daily exercises through this journey ty nesha s aspiration is that black kings will continue to thrive
with the black queen by their side and rise above the stereotypes lies and expectations placed upon them queen can you vow to love past your hurt enough to help to empower your black
king

The Queendom Diaries

2018-10-10

this book anthology is about 12 women s journey to healing the inner child you will read heart felt stories of how they overcame adversities of life you will cry laugh and celebrate with
them as you read the pages of their diaries

Put on Your Crown

2010-05-06

modeled after maria shriver s just who will you be queen latifah s goal with put on your crown is to help young women build a strong sense of self esteem a us dept of justice survey found
that females ages 16 24 are more vulnerable to partner violence than any other group almost triple the national average cases like chris brown s assault on pop star rihanna showed an
ugly side of adolescent life however queen latifah has always been a shining example of a woman happy with herself and unwilling to compromise to fit into the hollywood ideal of what a
confident beautiful woman should look like the result she s one of the biggest a list celebrities in hollywood

Queens and Queenship in Medieval Europe

2002

the image status and function of queens and empresses regnant and consort in kingdoms stretching from england to jerusalem in the european middle ages did queens exercise real or counterfeit
power did the promotion of the cult of the virgin enhance or restrict their sphere of action is it time to revise the early feminist view of women as victims important papers on emma of england
margaret of scotland coronation and burial ritual byzantine empresses and scandinavian queens among others clearly indicate that a reassessment of the role of women in the world of
medieval dynastic politics is under way contributors janos bak george conklin paul crossley volker honemann steinar imsen liz james kurt ulrich jaschke sarah lambert janet l nelson john c
parsons karen pratt dion smythe pauline stafford mary stroll valerie wall elizabeth ward diana webb

A Kingdom of Promises and Lies

2024-03-05

one kingdom for the taking one princess with a mission to become queen two prince brothers standing in her way prince rafael baylor is the most sought after bachelor as the heir to the
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wealthiest and largest monarchy he could have his pick of any female but his attention has been captured by the tower princess princess persamina rowena is navigating through the courting
season and finding herself with feelings between prince rafael baylor and his brother prince killien knox while feeling conflicted between the brothers she faces hard truths as she learns about
the depth of despair that her own kingdom has fallen into

Queen Victoria's Secrets

1996-06-13

drawing upon feminist anthropological and postcolonial approaches munich searches out the myriad often contradictory incarnations of queen victoria in the minds of her subjects

The Cracker Queen

2009-04-16

a poignant memoir of life on the wrong side of the tracks which was a siba bestseller in hardcover with a colorful cast of misfits plenty of belly laughs and lessons for finding joy in spite
of hardship move over sweet potato queens thanks to lauretta hannon the cracker queens are finally having their say from her wildly popular npr segments to her colorful one woman
show hannon is showing the world a different kind of southern girl a strong authentic fearless flawed resourceful and sometimes outrageous woman the anti southern belle the cracker
queen takes readers from backwater georgia to savannah s most eccentric neighborhoods for a wild ride featuring a distinctly dysfunctional family and a lively crew of hellions heroines
bad seeds and renegades full of warmth outrageous wit and world class storytelling the cracker queen is a celebration of living out loud finding humor in desperate situations and loving
life to death

Teacher's Classroom Guide to How Mother Nature Flowered the Fields

2008-03

the newest guide in our popular teacher s classroom guide series complete with everything teacher s need to enhance the reading experience and make reading fun includes in classroom and home
school connection handouts buzz on in for the adventure of a life time by reading the how mother nature stories mother nature has a terrible dilemma supreme queen bee queen bluefire no
longer wants the responsibility of getting all the flowers to grow her bees want to play and have fun they no longer want to work to pollinate the flowers oh dear what s mother
nature to do reviews from educators in the tradition of established folk and fairy tales mr schwartz has created a variety of engaging characters in this imaginative environmental trilogy
the message of preservation of humans and their environment is an important one for our youth dr richard di patri superintendent brevard public schools florida the environment and
conservation are becoming increasingly important to keeping our planet livable tom schwartz has written a book to help children understand the importance of each creature in the scheme of
things the three stories in this book are tied together by the interaction of the wonderful believable characters the stories are well plotted with plenty of action and peril to keep even
reluctant readers interested the story shows how teamwork really pays off and how the action of one can affect the whole planet the vulnerability of the earth and it s creatures is
stressed and the whole ties in nicely with school curriculum tom schwartz is a gifted writer and this is a much needed contribution to children s literature and a great addition to your
child s library beverly j rowe myshelf com tom s stories about mother nature and her helpers left a big impact on the children which will help make our earth a cleaner place diane goodson
curriculum resource teacher eccleston elementary school orlando florida tom visited out school and the children were enthralled with his stories about mother nature great message
about saving the environment maureen tassone media specialist christa mcauliffe elementary school palm bay florida tom s mother nature stories reinforce what we teach about the
environment our students loved the characters and their parts in helping mother nature sharen talbert principal mims elementary school mims florida

Ain't I a Beauty Queen?

2002

the meanings and practices of racial identity are continually reshaped as a result of the interplay of actions taken at the individual and institutional levels this text is a study of african
american women as symbols and as participants in the reshaping of the meaning of african american racial identity
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Queendom of Freedom

2003

this volume focuses on african indigenous women legends and their potential to serve as midwives for gender empowerment and for contributing towards african feminist theories it considers
the intersection of gender and spirituality in subverting patriarchy colonialism anthropocentricism and capitalism as well as elevating african women to the social space of speaking as
empowered subjects with public influence the chapters examine historical cultural and religious african women legends who became champions of liberation and their approach to social
justice the authors suggest that their stories of resistance hold great potential for building justice loving earth communities this book will be of interest to scholars of religion gender
studies indigenous studies african studies african indigenous knowledges postcolonial studies among others

African Women Legends and the Spirituality of Resistance

2024-03-11

celebrated as the home of the blues and the birthplace of rock and roll memphis tennessee is where elvis presley b b king johnny cash and other musical legends got their starts it is also a
place of conflict and tragedy the site of martin luther

Memphis and the Paradox of Place

2009

queen you may be dealing with stress from your business as a newbie or veteran in this book i will show how other people leaders and business people from the bible dealt with stress and
what solutions came to relieve that stress

Queen, Are You Dealing With Stress?

2017-02-07

people who knew queen latifah as a kid in newark new jersey would never have guessed at the fame in her future but latifah always dreamed big her dreams and hard work paid off while still a
teenager latifah became the first female solo rapper to sign with a major label and earn widespread popularity she crafted a unique style full of positive messages completely changing the
rap landscape that was just the beginning since 1989 queen latifah has made eight albums and thirty movies starred in a top tv sitcom hosted a talk show launched business and charitable
ventures and won several prestigious awards as usa today the nation s no 1 newspaper reports it s ordinary people who inspire queen latifah a stranger once told me how much i meant to
her and to women of color and women in general when i hear that i know that i m doing the right thing what s next for latifah the world will be watching eager to find out

Queen Latifah

2012-01-01

afro nordic landscapes equality and race in northern europe challenges a view of nordic societies as homogenously white and as human rights champions that are so progressive that even
the concept of race is deemed irrelevant to their societies the book places african diasporas race and legacies of imperialism squarely in a nordic context how has a nation as peripheral as
iceland been shaped by an identity of being white how do black norwegians challenge racially conscribed views of norwegian nationhood what does the history of jazz in denmark say about
the relation between its national identity and race what is it like to be a mixed race black swedish woman how have african diasporans in finland navigated issues of race and belonging and
what does the widespread denial of everyday racism in nordic societies mean to afro nordics this text is a must read for anyone interested in issues of race in the nordic region and europe writ
large as paul gilroy writes in his foreword it is a book that should be studied with care and profit inside the nordic countries and also outside them by the broader international readership
that has been established around the study of racism and critical race theory
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Afro-Nordic Landscapes

2014-04-24

an intriguing and spine tingling guide to the world of djinn lurking in the corner of your living room perhaps reading this sentence over your shoulder right now is an often invisible creature
that is everywhere and nowhere djinn are the cool breezes in warm rooms the materializations of your deepest desires the monsters waiting beneath your bed they have appeared in the stories
of muslim communities across time and throughout the world but this is the first comprehensive illustrated guide to these beguiling creatures emmy award winning journalist seema yasmin
and pulitzer prize winning illustrator fahmida azim invite readers into the world of djinn whether they are practicing muslims steeped in the stories from childhood or are simply curious about
islamic culture and international folklore cultural and religious context poetic reflections and a collection of spooky tales are all nestled within a compelling narrative about the
mysterious dr n a contemporary scientist discovering the djinn realm this book shines a light on a long overlooked yet dazzlingly rich subject inclusive vision of islamic lore written by two
progressive muslim women this book welcomes readers with diverse relationships to islam yasmin and azim blend a deep respect for and knowledge of the lore with a fresh perspective the book
incorporates stories from a muslim diaspora that stretches from paris to new jersey and from durban to shanghai showcasing a kaleidoscopic variety of djinn legends deluxe tome in this
richly illustrated volume fahmida azim s expressive and sensitive art captures the mysterious nature of djinn a centerpiece map shows the djinn realm overlaid over our own world and the
book itself is embellished with shimmering accents and a striking dyed page edge perfect for mythology and folklore fans this is the perfect addition to any collection of world mythology
anyone who enjoys learning about cultures through their folklore will relish the chance to explore the realm of the djinn perfect for folklore and mythology lovers muslims seeking to
celebrate their heritage anyone interested in islamic history and culture spooky story buffs fans of illustrated books fans of mock memoir fantasy novels like a natural history of dragons

Djinnology

2024-09-17

designed to be used with any deck red tarot is a radical praxis and decolonized oracle that moves beyond self help and divination to reclaim tarot for liberation self determination and
collective healing for readers of postcolonial astrology and tarot for change red tarot speaks to anyone othered for their identity or ways of being or thinking lgbtqia2s and bipoc folks
in particular presenting the tarot as a radical epistemology that shifts the authority of knowing into the hands of the people themselves author christopher marmolejo frames literacy as
key to liberation and explores an understanding of tarot as critical literacy they show how the cards can be read to subvert the dynamics of white supremacist capitalist imperialist
patriarchy weaving historical context and spiritual practice into a comprehensive overview of tarot situating tarot imagery within cosmologies outside the hellenistic frame death as
interpreted through the lens of hindu goddess chhinnamasta the high priestess through aztec goddess coyolxauhqui marmolejo s red tarot is a profound act of native reclamation and
liberation each card s interpretation is further bolstered by the teachings of toni morrison bell hooks paulo freire jos� esteban mu�oz and others in an offering that integrates
intersectional wisdom with the author s divination practice and reveals tarot as an essential language for liberation

Red Tarot

2024-03-05

an arranged marriage leads to unexpected desire in the first book of alyssa cole s runaway royals series when shanti mohapi weds the king of njaza her dream of becoming a queen finally
comes true but it s nothing like she imagined shanti and her husband may share an immediate and powerful attraction but her subjects see her as an outsider and everything she was taught
about being the perfect wife goes disastrously wrong a king must rule with an iron fist and newly crowned king sanyu was born perfectly fitted for the gauntlet even if he wishes he weren t
he agrees to take a wife as is required of him though he doesn t expect to actually fall in love even more vexing his beguiling new queen seems to have the answers to his country s problems
except no one will listen to her by day they lead separate lives by night she wears the crown and he bows to her demands in matters of politics and passion when turmoil erupts in their
kingdom and their marriage shanti goes on the run and sanyu must learn whether he has what it takes both to lead his people and to catch his queen

How to Catch a Queen

2020-12-01

the third book in the hilarious new york times bestselling middle grade series set in the world of law breaking leprechauns from actor and writer thomas lennon ronan boyle may be the
youngest detective of the secret garda but now that he s saved the captain from a spooky cult he s also the only detective that has the head of an old irish god in his vastsack but his
adventures are far from over his parents are still on the run he told them the prison break was a bad idea and he still has to turn over the corrupt wee folk to the leprechaun king and
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return to the human republic of ireland to turn over the god s head simple right very wrong between having to get swallowed by a whale to take a short cut avoiding a jar of hot pickle
farts and figuring out how he can prove his parents innocence ronan s really got his hands full will our small nervous hero be able to somehow save the day once again fast paced action
packed and sidesplittingly funny the third book in the new york times bestselling series delivers strange creatures heart pounding thrills and plenty of laughs

The Queen's Companion Book

2023-05-22

how have black women elders managed stress in black women s yoga history stephanie y evans uses primary sources to answer that question and to show how meditation and yoga from
eras of enslavement segregation and migration to the civil rights black power and new age movements have been in existence all along life writings by harriet jacobs sadie and bessie delany
eartha kitt rosa parks jan willis and tina turner are only a few examples of personal case studies that are included here illustrating how these women managed traumatic stress anxiety
and depression in more than fifty yoga memoirs black women discuss practices of reflection exercise movement stretching visualization and chanting for self care by unveiling the depth of a
struggle for wellness memoirs offer lessons for those who also struggle to heal from personal cultural and structural violence this intellectual history expands conceptions of yoga
and defines inner peace as mental health healing and wellness that is both compassionate and political

Ronan Boyle Into the Strangeplace (Ronan Boyle #3)

2021-11-23

winning the crown was only the beginning jacs now the rightful queen of frea seems to be queen in title alone she scrambles to learn the customs and traditions of a realm she had only read
about in books the council of four have her firmly under their thumb and their ideas for the queendom are oppressive and outdated their knowledge of her mother and master leschi s
whereabouts is the only leverage they need to make the new queen dance to their tune jacs is determined to find those who were taken from her and do what s right for her queendom but in her
search for answers jacs uncovers a much darker truth from the queendom s past that will forever change its future

All Things Anew

1999

the single best and most comprehensive guide for prospective new and experienced hobbyist beekeepers beekeeping for dummies 5th edition is one of the most popular titles in the for dummies series
available today including the latest information regarding every aspect of backyard beekeeping and honey production this book describes how to get started how to care for and safely
handle bees and how to maintain healthy and productive colonies this book is loaded with up to date practical examples and helpful illustrations of proven techniques and strategies for
both new and seasoned hobbyist beekeepers some of the updates for this brand new edition include new information regarding the critical role that nutrition plays in the health and
productivity of your bees news about the latest beekeeping products medications and all natural remedies information regarding dozens of helpful beekeeping resources redeemable coupons
from beekeeping suppliers that save the reader money beekeeping for dummies embodies the straightforward and simple approach made famous by the for dummies series each and every reader will
benefit from its accessible and approachable take on beekeeping

Black Women's Yoga History

2021-03-01

welcome to the queendom of maadre where women rule a collection of the stories of the amazons country written so far bonus story the painter in this book the death of queen amazonia
the public man doreen uncommon amazons amazons men the queen s son jessamine the tiger and the new story the painter

Queen's Catacombs

2023-03-14

this 1999 study explores the importance of ideas and narratives of ancestry and kinship in constructing victorian identity
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Beekeeping For Dummies

2020-09-01

roger kilbourne has the ability to cross over into the land of the dead and speak with its residents it is a startling gift and not a pleasant one roger manages to escape his brutal uncle
who has exploited his talents for years after he gets a job in the palace laundry he thinks he will be safe instead there are worse dangers first he falls hopelessly in love with the bewitching
willful lady cecilia next he is pulled into the midst of life threatening court intigue soon roger is using his gift as a way to get the life he dreams of even if it means bringing the dead back to
the land of the living

Tales of the Queendom of Maadre

2016-11-10

teach like a queen explores teacher leadership like never before this exciting and unique text brings together leadership theory popular culture and action research to inspire and empower
female teachers into leadership roles teach like a queen celebrates the successes of iconic women and translates their respective brilliance into becoming successful dynamic and high
performing practitioners and educational leaders focusing on seven key inspirational women as archetypes the authors address emerging professional issues which will benefit classroom
practitioners and leaders each correlating to a different nolan principle and inspirational queen inspired by the incredible work of womened including a foreword from vivienne porritt each
lesson features a constructed definition of each respective icon and how that translates into the teaching profession a case study exploring how a female school leader experienced her own
queen moment and the leadership lesson it taught her key lessons for aspiring leaders and takeaway actions to channel your inner queen illustrating how a diverse cross section of women
personify the leadership strength of their assigned principle in practice teach like a queen will empower female teachers to aspire to lead and equip them with practical strategies to secure
and fulfil leadership roles

Ancestry and Narrative in Nineteenth-Century British Literature

1998

legend activism white ram of daylight the persona of moonlight stars with eyes welcome yourself into the parody feeble fable yet dubiously serious story of pig men equinox night and day
day lit nights from eyes above with plans the people lived at night brightening pathways with torch light hearts afire the pig men lived at night with blindness brawn on wills to aspire the
cosmos a war dark day dreams with bright light knights an attempt humor to be certain feeble on mind the enthralling demised as a breath calamitous impends on the hearts of the pig man
white ram and the fi ve of something called cogmag delerium carousel the minstrel from open halls and planet orb piganamia this is a friendly fable called pig men

Crossing Over

2010-10-14

to many the world of the future has become a utopia there is peace and happiness everywhere many even believe that magic has returned to the world there is no war there is no anger fighting
is unheard of and no one disagrees no one is harmed and almost all illness has been eliminated but there is a new disease known only as the malady a disease that slowly paralyzes the body
and forces the victim to live the remainder of life in a magical human like construct known as a doll for two students with the malady the world is not so perfect there is no pain there are
no accidents and there is nothing to cause unhappiness but it seems that anything that could cause any kind of accident is forbidden life is dull and childish the two question the practices of
society and the laws of the council that created it causing unrest and risking reconditioning or elimination but their minds cannot stop searching for answers to forbidden questions they
must learn what happened to society what was the true past of the world and why they keep hearing lies in this perfect society of truth as they search for the answer to the most
forbidden question the two learn more about their world life happiness friendship and true freedom as well as the cost of keeping it

Teach Like a Queen

2022-05-29

there are wolves at the door ariana s queendom faces threats from the north and the east her own court floods with avarice and betrayal she will answer all the calls with blood or
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drown raven is the bastard son of a conqueror a discarded spare left to make his own way he will survive by usurping his true born siblings and conquering in their place or fail and pay the
ultimate cost their worlds will collide in a story of steel magic and political intrigue to decide the fate of the human realm and all those who walk within it a question lingers in the minds
of the faithful across the realm who will serve a dark and vengeful god

Pig Men

2016-07-08

game of thrones meets gladiator in this blockbuster debut epic fantasy about a world caught in an eternal war and the young man who will become his people s only hope for survival one
of time magazine s top 100 fantasy books of all time winner of the reddit fantasy award for best debut fantasy novel the omehi people have been fighting an unwinnable war for almost two
hundred years the lucky ones are born gifted one in every two thousand women has the power to call down dragons one in every hundred men is able to magically transform himself into a
bigger stronger faster killing machine everyone else is fodder destined to fight and die in the endless war young gift less tau knows all this but he has a plan of escape he s going to get
himself injured get out early and settle down to marriage children and land only he doesn t get the chance those closest to him are brutally murdered and his grief swiftly turns to anger
fixated on revenge tau dedicates himself to an unthinkable path he ll become the greatest swordsman to ever live a man willing to die a hundred thousand times for the chance to kill the
three who betrayed him the rage of dragons launches a stunning and powerful debut epic fantasy series that readers are already calling the best fantasy book in years the burningthe rage of
dragons

The Malady

2013-07-01

light s revenge tour takes him to the elven queendom home of his former partymate sasha her reward for leaving him for dead was riches status and a betrothal to sir mikhael second in
command of the queendom s elite white knights to congratulate sasha on her engagement light issues her a challenge face off against him in a giant tower shaped like a wedding cake although
sasha knows it s a trap she must rectify her former party s mistake of leaving light alive three years ago in order to preserve her new lifestyle with sir mikhael and the white knights in tow
she challenges light and his crew of level 9999 bombshells plus a few new faces can they overcome the might of one of the world s strongest nations

A Flood of Faith and Folly

2023-06-19

volume one zyla is the hybrid queen of new york she is a new kind of breed and she was created to stand against the human hunters the humans want her dead and the werewolves want her
blood because it can make them immortal when zyla falls pregnant to her mate she goes missing the vampire elders knows that she is carrying what will become the most powerful pureblood
child that will ever exist and they want her back safe and sound what will become of zyla and her pureblood child volume two the lycans see zyla and her hybrids as a threat to their race
because vampires have been killing lycan children before they reach maturity the leader of the lycans tate wants to destroy zyla s breed they don t want any immortal more powerful than
their own zyla s pureblood child is now the most powerful immortal and the lycans discover her zyla s hybrids have created their own pureblood children and they too are now the
strongest the lycans have to find a way to save themselves of extinction from the purebloods and a very specific human named diego is closing in on all their existence will they be
discovered or will they find a way to maintain their hidden world volume three the humans have discovered the extinct of all supernaturals now all supernaturals are in threat of
extinction of their own race the humans have created weapons to destroy all and their own supernatural to rid the vampires the vampire elders create their own weapons the forbidden
children and untamed newborn vampires are the only hope to save their kind vampires werewolves and lycans are forced to stand together and fight to protect their own the humans have
one last secret will the extinction happen or can they all find a way to co exist
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